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A. Change the form of the word in brackets to fit in correctly in the sentences given below.
•

For example, the word; satisfy: can be a noun (satisfaction), an adjective (satisfactory,
satisfied), a verb (satisfy) or an adverb (satisfactorily).

1. The dancer shared with the audience his humble (humblest) background.
2. Whenever I meet my old teacher, I greet him respectfully. (respect)
3. Happiness (Happy) is a value that we all should have.
4. She reversed (reverse) into a parking space.
5. I was disappointed (disappoint) to find out that they had already left.
6. He was very anxious (anxiety) because the big day was drawing closer.
7. I can't really say with certainty (certain) if all these will work.
8. Shaun has got an exceptional (except) sense of humour.
9. The youth (young) of today will become the leaders of tomorrow.
10. Learning is a continuous (continue) process in our life.

B. Gap filling
Use the words in brackets to form a new word that fits into the blank spaces.
What it takes to be happy?
According to experts, the way you spend your free time is vital to your general happiness
(happy) and getting (get) the right balance is very important.
It goes without saying that physical fitness (fit) is the key, so everyone's leisure time should
include some form of exercise. Something that you find enjoyable (enjoy).
Most people also gain satisfaction (satisfy) from doing something creative (create), such as
painting, cooking or gardening. However, not all your free time activity should be solitary or you
may end up feeling (feel) lonely.
Companionship (Companion) is also important to most people's sense of well-being but you
must find the right kind of social interaction (interact). Joining a social (society) group like a
choir or a dance class is likely to be much more beneficial (benefit).

